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Abstract. Denoising of images perturbed by non-standard noise mod-
els (e.g., Poisson or Gamma noise) can be often realized by a sequence
of penalized weighted least-squares minimization problems. In the recent
past, a variety of first-order algorithms have been proposed for convex
problems but their efficiency is usually tested with the classical least-
squares data fidelity term. Thus, in this manuscript, first-order state-of-
the-art computational schemes are applied on a total variation penalized
weighted least-squares denoising problem and their performance is eval-
uated on numerical examples simulating a Poisson noise perturbation.
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1 Introduction

This work considers the discrete variational denoising problem

min
u∈C

1

2
‖u− f‖21

w
+ α‖∇u‖1, α > 0, (1)

where f and u are d-dimensional images (d ∈ {2, 3} typically) and denote the
observed noisy image and the desired solution, respectively. The data fidelity
term ‖x‖2z = 〈zx, x〉 with z being positive denotes a weighted scalar product and
the penalty term ‖∇u‖1 is a discrete version of the total variation (TV) semi-
norm. The set C is a non-empty closed convex set which may include additional
constraints such as non-negativity.

The restoration of noisy images using TV penalty has grown in popularity due
to its ability to reduce noise efficiently and to preserve almost sharp edges in the
image. One of the most famous applications of TV regularization in image pro-
cessing is the ROF model proposed by Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi [1] for image
denoising and is defined as (1) with w ≡ 1. To solve (1), we restrict the attention
to first-order methods which use the (sub)gradient information of the cost func-
tion only. Algorithms of this type have become popular in the recent past such
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as proximal algorithms [2], projected gradient algorithms [3,4], or primal-dual
methods [5,6,7]. In this work, the state-of-the-art numerical schemes proposed
for the ROF model will be modified to address (1) and their performance will
be compared with respect to the numerical efficiency.

The problem (1) appears in different image processing tasks and a few of
which are shortly discussed in the following.

Additive Multivariate Gaussian Noise Model: From the view of statistical
(Bayesian) modeling, the ROF problem results from the assumption of addi-
tive Gaussian noise model f = ū + η, where ū is the exact image and η is a
Gaussian-distributed random variable with a scalar variance. However, if the
characteristic of noise varies across the image, the variance of η is multivariate
and the statistical modeling approach leads to the weighted least-squares fidelity
term as in (1) where the weight w is specified by the noise variances.

Heteroscedastic Noise: Diverse instruments and processes lead to measure-
ments disturbed by heteroscedastic noise, i.e. the noise characteristics depend
on the (unknown) signal, or pre-processing stages may transform a homoscedas-
tic noise to a heteroscedastic one. Such noise characteristics can be found, e.g., in
digital cameras [8,9] or ultrasound imaging [10,11]. With notations from above,
such a noise can be modeled as f = ū + η(ū) with a signal dependent variance
of η and proper fidelity weights in (1) can stabilize the denoising process.

FB-EM-TV Reconstruction Framework: In [12], a numerical framework has
been proposed for inverse problems with Poisson noise. The numerical scheme is
realized by alternating a classical expectation-maximization (EM) reconstruction
step and solving the denoising problem (1) with an appropriate setting of f , w,
and α. If the FB-EM-TV framework is used to denoise a Poisson perturbed
image, the iteration method results in a sequence of (1) [13].

Forward-Backward Splitting Algorithm with Variable Metric Strategies: A large
class of reconstruction problems can be formulated as a problem minimizing a
function of the form F + R, where F is differentiable and R is a convex and
proper lower semicontinuous function. In context of statistically-principled re-
construction problems, F corresponds to the data fidelity term and R is the
regularization energy. A popular approach to solve such a problem is the forward-
backward (FB) splitting algorithm (also known as proximal-gradient algorithm),
which alternates a gradient descent step on F and a proximal step on R (see,
e.g., [14] and references therein). One way to accelerate the convergence of FB
algorithm is based on a variable metric strategy leading to a preconditioned gra-
dient descent on F. In this case, the proximal step on R minimizes a penalized
weighted least-squares cost function as in (1) [14]. The FB-EM-TV framework
mentioned above is, e.g., an instance of such a FB strategy (see [12]).

Newton-Type Methods for Non-Gaussian Denoising Problems: Bayesian mod-
eling of denoising problems with non-Gaussian noise models leads in general to
strongly non-linear data fidelity terms resulting in issues in the computation of
minimizers. Such issues can be overcome by a local approximation of non-linear
terms with quadratic functions leading to a sequence of reweighted least-squares
fidelity terms, see, e.g., [15] in case of Poisson noise or a specific speckle noise
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model used to describe the noise properties in the medical ultrasound imaging.
Further non-classical examples can be found in [16].

2 Methods

2.1 Notations

In this work, we consider a d-dimensional image as a matrix on a regular grid of
N1 × · · · ×Nd points with index set I = {(i1, . . . , id) : 1 ≤ ik ≤ Nk, 1 ≤ k ≤ d}
and denote with hk the stepsize of the image grid in the k-th direction. The
weighted scalar product in R

|I| is defined as 〈zx, y〉
R|I| =

∑
i∈I zixiyi. For the

discrete gradient operator ∇ with (∇u)i = ((∇u)ki )
d
k=1, i ∈ I, the standard

forward finite differences with Neumann boundary conditions are used,

(∇u)ki1,...,id =

{
(ui1,...,ik+1,...,id − ui1,...,ik,...,id)/hk, if ik < Nk,

0, if ik = Nk,

and the discrete isotropic total variation is defined as ‖∇u‖1 =
∑

i∈I |(∇u)i|
with | · | being the Euclidean vector norm. The discrete divergence operator div is
chosen to be adjoint to the gradient operator (i.e., it holds ∇∗ = −div) and char-
acterized through the identity 〈∇u, g〉

R|I|×Rd = −〈u, divg〉
R|I| , where the scalar

product in R
|I| × R

d is set as 〈p, g〉
R|I|×Rd =

∑
i∈I

∑d
k=1 p

k
i g

k
i . The shrinkage

operator shrink required below is defined as

shrink(x, γ) = (x/|x|)max(|x| − γ, 0), x ∈ R
d, γ > 0. (2)

Finally, PC(x) denotes the projection of x into the convex set C and, as long as
not mentioned explicitly, all elementary operations as addition, multiplication,
or maximum operations on R

|I| or R
|I| × R

d as well as the Euclidean vector
norm | · | on R

|I| × R
d have to be interpreted pointwise (i.e., for each i ∈ I).

2.2 Accelerated Projected (Sub)Gradient Descent Algorithm

First, we use a modified variant of the accelerated projected (sub)gradient de-
scent algorithm proposed in [3]. In contrast to the original Chambolle’s algorithm

Algorithm 1. Accelerated Projected (Sub)Gradient Descent Algorithm

1. Initialization: t0 = 1, g0 = r0 = 0 ∈ R
|I|×R

d, 0 < τ ≤
(
α ‖w‖∞ 4

∑d
k=1

1
h2
k

)−1

2. Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . .

gk+1 =
rk − τ∇(PC(f − αw divrk))

max(1, |rk − τ∇(PC(f − αw divrk))|)
tk+1 =

(
1 +

√
1 + 4 (tk)2

)
/2

rk+1 = gk+1 + tk−1
tk+1

(
gk+1 − gk

)
3. Return u = PC(f − αw divgk+1)
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Algorithm 2. Split Bregman Algorithm

1. Initialization: u0 = f, v0 = ∇f, λ0
v = 0 ∈ R

|I| × R
d, μv > 0

2. Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . .
(i) Solve uk+1 − μvwΔuk+1 = f − w div

(
λk
v + μvv

k
)

s.t. uk+1 ∈ C

(ii) vk+1
i = shrink

(
(∇uk+1)i − (μv)

−1(λk
v)i, α/μv

)
, i ∈ I � (2)

(iii) λk+1
v = λk

v + μv

(
vk+1 −∇uk+1

)
3. Return uk+1

Algorithm 3. Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers

1. Initialization: ũ0 = f, v0 = ∇f, λ0
ũ = 0 ∈ R

|I|, λ0
v = 0 ∈ R

|I| ×R
d, μũ, μv > 0

2. Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . .
(i) Solve μũu

k+1 − μvΔuk+1 = λk
ũ + μũũ

k − div(λk
v + μvv

k)
(ii) ũk+1 = PC

(
f +w(μũu

k+1 − λk
ũ)/(1 + μũw)

)
(iii) vk+1

i = shrink
(
(∇uk+1)i − (μv)

−1(λk
v)i, α/μv

)
, i ∈ I � (2)

(iv) λk+1
ũ = λk

ũ + μũ

(
ũk+1 − uk+1

)
, λk+1

v = λk
v + μv

(
vk+1 −∇uk+1

)
3. Return ũk+1

[17] that suffers from slow linear convergence [18], the accelerated variant en-
sures a quadratic convergence rate which is ”optimal” for the class of first-order
methods with Lipschitz differentiable functionals [19,20]. The modification of [3]
to (1) is summarized in Algorithm 1. The restriction on the damping parameter τ
is required to guarantee the convergence of the iteration sequence to an optimal
solution, where 4

∑d
k=1 h

−2
k is the upper bound of the divergence operator.

2.3 Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers and Its Variants

Split Bregman Algorithm. In the recent past, the split Bregman algorithm
[21] has become popular due to the efficiency to solve TV penalized variational
problems and represents an instance of the alternating direction method of mul-
tipliers (ADMM) [5]. The central idea is to reformulate (1) to an equivalent
constrained problem using an auxiliary variable v = ∇u in the penalty term
and to force this constraint by the Bregman distance. The resulting numerical
scheme is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Multiple Splitting Approach. In contrast to the split Bregman algorithm,
the flexibility of ADMM method allows to specify more than one auxiliary vari-
able. An alternative to solve (1) using ADMM has been recently proposed in [12]
where auxiliary variables ũ = u and v = ∇u were introduced. More details can
be found in [12] and the iteration sequence is summarized in Algorithm 3. This
algorithm allows a more efficient computation of uk+1 (cf. with (i) in Algorithm
2) since the fidelity weight w is decoupled from the linear equation.

Accelerated Variant of ADMM Algorithms. In [22], the authors proposed
an acceleration of ADMM method which achieves a quadratic convergence rate
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Algorithm 4. Chambolle-Pock’s Primal-Dual Algorithm

1. Initialization: u0 = ū0 = f, g0 = 0 ∈ R
|I| ×R

d, τ 0, σ0 > 0 with τ 0σ0‖div‖2 ≤ 1
2. Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . .

(i) gk+1 = (gk + σk∇ūk)/max(1, |gk + σk∇ūk|)
(ii) uk+1 = PC

(
αw(uk + τkdivgk+1 + τkf)/(αw + τk)

)
(iii) θk = 1/

√
1 + 2γτk, τk+1 = θkτk, σk+1 = σk/θk

(iv) ūk+1 = uk+1 + θk(uk+1 − uk)
3. Return uk+1

in contrast to the linear convergence of the basic ADMM algorithm. Thus, we
additionally modified the Algorithms 2 and 3 corresponding to the proposed
acceleration and restarted the acceleration process [22] if

max((
∑

i∈M‖rki ‖2)1/2, ‖rku‖)−max((
∑

i∈M‖rk+1
i ‖2)1/2, ‖rk+1

u ‖) ≤ 0

with M = {v} and M = {ũ, v} in case of Algorithm 2 and 3, respectively, and

rkũ = ‖μũ(ũ
k − uk)‖, rkv = ‖μv(v

k −∇uk)‖, (3a)

rku = ‖μvdiv(v
k − v̂k)‖ in case of Algorithm 2, (3b)

rku = ‖μũ(ũ
k − ˆ̃uk) − μvdiv(v

k − v̂k)‖ in case of Algorithm 3, (3c)

are the residuals for the primal and dual feasibility conditions [5,22] with ˆ̃uk and
v̂k being the accelerated iterates as introduced in [22].

2.4 Chambolle-Pock’s Primal-Dual Algorithm

Recently, a first-order primal-dual hybrid algorithm has been proposed in [6]
and the authors have shown its improved efficacy compared to the accelerated
projected (sub)gradient descent algorithm and the split Bregman algorithm in
case of the ROF model. Thus, as the fidelity term in (1) is uniformly convex, we
modified the accelerated version of the primal-dual algorithm (see Algorithm 2
and Section 6.2.1 in [6]) to (1) and summarize the resulting iteration scheme in
Algorithm 4. Finally, note that this primal-dual algorithm is closely related to
the proximal ADMM method [7,23].

3 Numerical Results

To evaluate the performance of algorithms discussed, the following procedure was
applied (cf. [6]). First, since (1) is strictly convex for w > 0, the minimizer is
unique and we can run a well performing method for a very long time to compute
a ”ground truth” solution u∗

α for a fixed α. Thus, we have run Algorithm 4 for
N = 100000 iterations for following reasons: (1) quadratic convergence rate is
guaranteed if τ0σ0‖div‖2 ≤ 1 is fulfilled [6] and thus u∗

α is expected to be of high
accuracy after N iterations; (2) all iteration steps can be solved exactly such
that u∗

α cannot be influenced by inexact computations required in Algorithm 2
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(see below); (3) in contrast to Algorithm 3, the parameter setting given for τ0,
σ0, and γ below was observed to be less sensitive regarding the image size and/or
regularization parameter α such that a high accuracy can be always expected
after N iterations. Having u∗

α, each algorithm was applied until the relative
error ‖uk

α − u∗
α‖/‖u∗

α‖ is below a pre-defined threshold ε. All algorithms were
implemented in MATLAB and executed on a machine with 4 CPU cores, each
2.83 GHz, running a 64 Bit Linux system and MATLAB R2014a. Due to the
built-in multi-threaded computation of diverse functions and expressions [24],
MATLAB sessions were started with the option ’-singleCompThread’ limiting
the computation to a single thread.

Three different images, each of them in sizes 128×128, 256×256, and 512×512,
were used to evaluate the performance of algorithms (see Fig. 1). All images
were disturbed by Poisson statistics which was generated by random(’Poisson’,

50 ū, size(ū)) / 50 with ū being the original image scaled to [0, 1]. Then,
(1) was performed with w = f [13] and Fig. 2 exemplary shows the denoising
capability on one of the images used in our experiments. For the performance
evaluation, the following algorithms and parameter settings were used:

• FGP: Accelerated projected (sub)gradient descent algorithm (Algorithm 1).
• (Fast)SB: Split Bregman algorithm (Algorithm 2), respectively its accel-
erated version. Two Jacobi iterations were used to solve approximately the
step (i). We also tested the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method
with warm starting and two different preconditioners (diagonal and circular)
[25]. In case of circular preconditioner the matrix inversion was performed via
the discrete cosine transform [12] using MATLAB’s function dctmtx. Two
parameter values of μv were applied, an experimentally determined value
μv = 10−4 and μv = median{w−1}/‖−Δ‖ [26], where the later setting is
motivated by improving the condition number of matrix I − μvwΔ in (i).

• (Fast)ADMM: ADMM method (Algorithm 3), respectively its accelerated
version. The following parameter settings were applied: (1) μv = 10−4 and
μũ = 1 (experimental); (2) μv = μũ/‖−Δ‖ and μũ = median{w−1} (moti-
vated by [26]). The linear equation in substep (i) was solved by the discrete
cosine transform [12] using MATLAB’s function dctmtx.

• FastCP: Accelerated Chambolle-Pock primal-dual method (Algorithm 4).
The parameters were set as τ0 = σ0 = 1/‖div‖ and γ = 0.35(α‖w‖∞)−1 [6].

• AHMOD:Modified Arrow-Hurwicz primal-dual method which is Algorithm
4 with ūk+1 = uk+1 in (iv). The parameters were chosen as following: τ0 =
0.02, σ0 = 4(τ0‖div‖2)−1, and γ = 0.35(α‖w‖∞)−1 [6].

Tables 1 and 2 show representatively the results of performance evaluation for
the images of size 512× 512 with α = 10−4 and α = 10−3, respectively. As ex-
pected, the computation of solution will get harder with stronger regularization
(i.e., larger regularization parameter α). In general, the modified Arrow-Hurwicz
algorithm appears to be the most efficient method, not only regarding the CPU
time but also with respect to the number of iterations in case of higher approx-
imation accuracy (i.e., smaller ε). The computation time of FastCP algorithm
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Fig. 1. Test images used to evaluate the performance of algorithms. Each image was
evaluated in three different image sizes (128× 128, 256 × 256, and 512× 512).

Fig. 2. Image denoising using the ”weighted” ROF model (1) with w = f [13]. From
left to right: Poisson perturbed image of size 512 × 512, denoised reference image u∗

α

for α = 10−4 and α = 10−3, respectively

is approximately twice the one of AHMOD but still outperforms the rest of the
algorithms in the most cases. In addition, the following observations were made
during the performance evaluation:

• In case of SB and ADMM based variants, the experimental determined pa-
rameters μv = 10−4 and μũ = 1 perform better for stronger regularization
(i.e., larger α), whereby μv = μũ/‖−Δ‖ and μũ = median{w−1} (motivated
by [26]) provide a faster convergence for weaker regularization.

• In case of SB algorithm, the Jacobi iteration to solve (i) in Algorithm 2
provided a better performance regarding the CPU time and PCG with cir-
cular preconditioner regarding the number of iterations. However, circular
PCG was clearly slower caused by solving (multiple) circular linear equa-
tions in each PCG loop. In our experiments, one or two PCG iterations were
sufficient to decrease the approximation error rapidly and diagonal precon-
ditioner provided a balance between CPU time and number of iterations.

Finally, to get an impression regarding the behavior of algorithms in dependency
on image size, the mean CPU time is plotted in Fig. 3. The plots show that
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Table 1. Performance evaluation using the images of size 5122 shown in Fig. 1. The
table displays the CPU time in seconds and the number of iterations (both as mean and
standard deviation over the images in Fig. 1) which were required to get the relative
error of the solution below the error tolerance ε for α = 10−4. For reasons of clarity,
we show only the best results regarding the CPU time and number of iterations from
each bunch of combinations discussed in case of SB and ADMM above.

α = 10−4

ε = 10−3 ε = 10−5

time its time its

mean std mean std mean std mean std

FGP 0.89 (0.02) 20 (1) 6.85 (0.38) 154 (14)
SB (best time) 1.19 (0.05) 12 (1) 21.74 (15.16) 224 (164)
SB (best its) 1.19 (0.05) 12 (1) 55.08 (45.75) 204 (165)
ADMM 3.17 (0.12) 15 (1) 51.53 (16.35) 242 (76)
FastCP 0.71 (0.02) 22 (1) 2.96 (0.35) 91 (11)
AHMOD 0.40 (0.02) 13 (1) 1.52 (0.17) 48 (5)

Table 2. Performance for images of size 5122 and α = 10−3 (see Table 1 for details)

α = 10−3

ε = 10−3 ε = 10−5

time its time its

mean std mean std mean std mean std

FGP 18.18 (4.61) 406 (103) 138.33 (25.96) 3085 (587)
SB (best time) 28.87 (5.20) 422 (81) 187.65 (48.32) 1357 (329)
SB (best its) 49.51 (12.48) 126 (31) 187.65 (48.32) 1357 (329)
ADMM 15.64 (3.24) 74 (15) 388.06 (207.87) 2456 (1321)
FastCP 10.74 (2.92) 335 (91) 59.99 (15.71) 1865 (486)
AHMOD 5.36 (1.40) 173 (45) 29.18 (7.55) 937 (243)

AHMOD, FastCP, and FGP seem to be more stable with respect to the change
of the image size.

4 Discussion

The choice of μv and μũ in Algorithms 2 and 3 influences the speed of conver-
gence. However, since no a-priori knowledge exist how to set these parameters
properly, variable parameters can be used to mitigate the performance depen-
dency on the initial chosen fixed parameters. A strategy similar to [5], but with
residuals defined in (3), was applied in our numerical experiments. With this
strategy, the performance of ADMM based algorithms was improved in some
cases but still insufficient to be competitive to the AHMOD algorithm such that
the approach was not discussed in this manuscript more precisely.

The presented performance results are valid only as long as the weight z in
the weighted least-squares data term ‖ · ‖2z is strictly positive. In [15], the fidelity
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Fig. 3. CPU time of algorithms in seconds required to get the relative error of the
solution below the error tolerance ε = 10−3 (left) and ε = 10−5 (right) for α = 10−4

as a function of image size. Displayed are the mean values of time over the images in
Fig. 1 and only the fastest variants in case of SB and ADMM algorithms are presented.

weight can also include a binary image such that the positivity condition on z is
violated. In this case, the fidelity term is not longer uniformly convex such that
the acceleration strategy included in Algorithm 4 cannot be exploited anymore
and ADMM based methods might present a better numerical performance.
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